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Electron trapping in strong-field dissociative frustrated ionization of CO molecules
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We experimentally investigate the laser-induced dissociative frustrated multiple ionization of CO molecules;
in this process one of the released electrons does not escape to the continuum but is eventually trapped into high-
lying Rydberg states of the outgoing positively charged nuclear fragments at the ends of the laser pulse, leading
to the formation of neutral Rydberg fragments, i.e., C∗ or O∗. By measuring the ejected neutral Rydberg and ionic
nuclear fragments as well as the freed electrons in coincidence, we trace the probability of electron trapping by
different nuclear fragments and find that formation of C∗ is preferred to O∗. Furthermore, the electron trapping
to one of the outgoing nuclear fragments of the breaking molecule can be steered by using a phase-controlled
two-color laser pulse. Our results show that Rydberg fragments are more likely to be produced for CO molecules
when they are exposed to a laser field pointing from C to O. This orientation-dependent asymmetric emission
of the neutral Rydberg fragments is further confirmed in the multiple ionization of CO molecules by using a
single-color elliptically polarized femtosecond laser pulse.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ionization of atoms or molecules and the subsequent
motion of the liberated electrons driven by a strong laser field
give rise to a multitude of intriguing phenomena, such as
above-threshold ionization [1,2], nonsequential double ioniza-
tion [3,4], electron self-diffraction [5–7], and high-harmonic
generation [8,9]. Rather than eventually escaping to the con-
tinuum, it was demonstrated that a substantial fraction of the
liberated electrons can be trapped into high-lying Rydberg
states at the ends of the strong laser pulse, leading to the
formation of neutral Rydberg atoms [10–12]. In general, the
underlying dynamics of the electron trapping can be under-
stood by either the multiphoton resonant excitation [13–16]
or frustrated tunneling ionization [17–19] depending on the
laser wavelength and intensity. The electron-trapping-induced
Rydberg excitation has attracted extensive attention in the past
few years for accelerating and decelerating neutral particles
[20,21], understanding the near-threshold harmonic genera-
tion [22] and the low-energy photoelectron spectral features
[23], revealing multiphoton Rabi oscillation [24], and gener-
ating coherent extreme-ultraviolet light emission [25].

For multiple ionization of molecules, the liberated elec-
trons can be trapped to the outgoing nuclear fragments,
dubbed as the dissociative frustrated ionization (DFI) of
molecules [26,27], which has been observed for various
molecular systems such as H2 [15,26,28], D2 [29,30], O2 [16],
N2 [31], D3

+ [32], and clusters [33–36]. However, to our
knowledge, as compared to the extensively investigated
homonuclear molecules, experimental studies on the electron
trapping dynamics in strong-field multiple ionization of het-
eronuclear molecules are rare in which the liberated electrons
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need to decide on which ionic fragments to be trapped to form
different Rydberg atoms.

The CO molecule has been used as a prototype to reveal the
strong-field dissociative ionization dynamics of heteronuclear
molecules [37–42]. In this paper, we experimentally investi-
gate the electron trapping in forming the Rydberg fragments
of C∗ or O∗ in the DFI of CO molecules driven by femtosec-
ond laser pulses. The coincidence measurements of the neutral
Rydberg and charged particles ejected from the breaking
molecules allow us to clearly identify different fragmenta-
tion channels. Our results show that the liberated electron is
preferred to be trapped by C+ to form C∗ rather than by O+
to form O∗. Furthermore, by finely adjusting the phase of a
two-color laser pulse, the trapping of an electron to a specified
ionic core can be steered. The asymmetric emission of the
generated Rydberg atom in the dissociative frustrated double
ionization indicates that the electron trapping is favored for
CO molecules when it is exposed to the laser field pointing
from C to O. The orientation-dependent electron trapping
dynamics is further confirmed using a single-color elliptically
polarized laser pulse, which also allows us to identify the
various valence orbitals involved in the DFI process.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the measure-
ments were carried out in an ultrahigh-vacuum reaction mi-
croscope of cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy
(COLTRIMS) [43,44], which enables us to coincidently detect
the charged ions and electrons as well as the excited neutral
Rydberg atoms ejected from the same molecule by using two
time- and position-sensitive microchannel plate (MCP) detec-
tors mounted on two opposite sides of the spectrometer. More
details of the experimental setup can be found in our previous
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. The inset (i) shows the illustration of the spectrometer configuration of the ion
side of the COLTRIMS apparatus. (b) The potential energy curves of CO+ and CO2+ studied in this work. The two pathways for generating
the low- and high-KER of (C+, O+), (C∗, O+) and (C+, O∗) channels are indicated by the red and navy arrows, respectively. The right panel
displays the three highest occupied orbitals involved in the strong-field breaking of the CO molecule in our experiments, where the nuclei C
and O lie on the left and right sides, respectively.

publications [15,28,30]. The laser-created charged ions and
electrons will be guided by a homogenous static electric field
(Es ∼ 19.4 V/cm) and a weak magnetic field (B∼14.5 G)
towards the ion and electron detectors, respectively, and de-
tected regardless of their initial ejection direction. On the
other hand, the produced excited neutral Rydberg atoms can
also be detected if they fly towards the ion detector and
impinge on the detector with an internal potential energy
larger than the work function of the MCP (a few eV) [45].
As compared to the detection of the charged particles, the
detection angle of the excited neutral atoms is determined by
the geometry of the spectrometer which is about 0.9π sr in
our experiment [28]. The three-dimensional momenta of the
detected particles were reconstructed from the measured times
of flight (TOFs) and positions of the impacts during the offline
analysis.

The femtosecond laser pulses (25 fs, 790 nm, 10 kHz)
derived from a multipass Ti:sapphire amplifier were tightly
focused onto the CO molecular beam (propagates along the
y axis) using a concave silver mirror ( f = 75 mm) inside the
COLTRIMS apparatus. The CO molecules were introduced
to the interaction chamber from a supersonic gas jet which
generated by coexpanding a mixture of 10% CO and 90%
He through a 30-μm nozzle followed by a 200-μm skimmer
with a driving pressure of about 2.0 bars. In the single-color
experiments, a combination of a quarter-wave plate (QWP)
and a half-wave plate (HWP) was employed to adjust the
laser polarization to be linear or elliptical. Both the polariza-
tion direction of the linearly polarized pulses and the major
axis of the elliptically polarized pulses were rotated to be
along the TOF direction of the spectrometer (the z axis).
The peak intensities of the linearly and elliptically polarized
laser fields in the interaction region were estimated to be
Ilin ∼ 1.1 × 1015 W/cm2 and Iellip ∼ 1.2 × 1015 W/cm2, re-

spectively. To steer the electron trapping dynamics, a linearly
polarized phase-controlled two-color laser pulse was gener-
ated in a collinear scheme by frequency-doubling the 25-fs
near-infrared laser pulses in a 150-μm-thick β-barium borate
(β-BBO) crystal, as detailed in Ref. [46]. The relative phase
φL between the fundamental wave (FW) and second-harmonic
(SH) waves of the two-color pulse can be finely varied by
scanning the inset thickness of a pair of fused-silica wedges
installed in the beam line. The absolute value of the φL is
assigned by tracing the φL-dependent directional dissociative
double ionization of CO molecules [46]. The intensities of the
FW and SH components of the two-color pulse in the inter-
action region were estimated to be IFW ∼ 4.8 × 1014 W/cm2

and ISH ∼ 0.96 × 1014 W/cm2, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISSUSSIONS

When a CO molecule is exposed to an intense laser field,
the molecular dissociative ionization may occur followed by
the stripping of valence electrons. The cleavage of the molecu-
lar bond will generate two charged nuclei Cn+ and Om+ which
repel each other, forming the Coulomb explosion (CE) chan-
nels; i.e., CO + qh̄ω → Cn+ + Om+ [denoted as (Cn+, Om+),
n � 1, m � 1]. After conclusion of the laser pulse, there is a
certain probability to form the neutral Rydberg atom C∗ or O∗
if one of the released electrons is eventually trapped by the
singly charged nuclei C+ or O+, leading to the DFI channels
of CO; i.e., CO + qh̄ω → C∗ + Om+ [denoted as (C∗, Om+)]
and CO + qh̄ω → Cn+ + O∗ [denoted as (Cn+, O∗)]. Using
the reaction microscope, the coincidence detection of all the
charged and excited neutral particles ejected from the break-
ing molecules can be achieved.

Figure 2 displays the measured photoion-photoion coinci-
dence (PIPICO) spectrum of the nuclear fragments produced
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FIG. 2. Measured PIPICO spectrum of the CE and DFI channels
produced from the strong-field breaking of a CO molecule using a
linearly polarized 790-nm femtosecond laser pulse with an intensity
of 1.1 × 1015 W/cm2.

from the breaking of CO molecules driven by a linearly
polarized 790-nm laser pulse. The excited neutral atoms
(C∗ or O∗) are generally observed in the dissociative frustrated
double and triple ionization channels, accompanying the
correlated charged nuclear fragments. For the ion-Rydberg
nuclear fragment pairs, e.g., (C∗, O+) and (C+, O∗) pairs, due
to the lack of the acceleration by the static electric fields Es

of the spectrometer, the neutral Rydberg atoms (C∗ or O∗) fly
towards the ion detector only with the momentum gained from
the dissociation process. Therefore, the neutral Rydberg atoms
arrive at the detector with a much larger TOF as compared
to that of the charged ionic fragments (C+ or O+). Although
the branch ratios (see Table I) of the DFI channels, e.g., (C+,
O∗) (∼0.60%), (C∗, O+) (∼0.74%), (C∗, O2+) (∼0.10%),
and (C2+, O∗) (∼0.19%), are rather low as compared to that
of the CE channels, e.g., (C+, O+) (∼58.39%), (C2+, O+)
(∼27.44%), and (C+, O2+) (∼12.54%), they can clearly

be identified in the PIPICO spectrum as indicated by the
colored arrows in Fig. 2. Interestingly, the PIPICO spectrum
of each DFI channel is featured with dual PIPICO lines.
For instance, as indicated by the black arrows in Fig. 2, the
(C∗, O+) fragment pairs can be distinguished into (C∗, O+)I

and (C∗, O+)II which are attributed to the postpulse dc-field
ionization of Rydberg atoms [47–51]. As illustrated in the
inset of Fig. 1, the laser-created excited Rydberg atom C∗ can
be detected by the MCP either directly as neutral C∗ (with
a low principal quantum number) or indirectly as charged
C+ following the dc-field ionization and acceleration by the
static electric field Ei(∼1500 V/cm) between the mesh and
MCP, which are recorded as (C∗, O+)I and (C∗, O+)II in the
PIPICO spectrum, respectively.

By unambiguously identifying different fragmentation
channels using the PIPICO spectrum, we will now turn to
investigate the electron trapping dynamics in the strong-field
DFI processes. Figure 3 shows the measured kinetic energy
release (KER) spectra of the nuclear fragments of various dis-
sociation channels displayed in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 3(a),
the KER spectra of the dissociative frustrated double ioniza-
tion channels (C+, O∗) and (C∗, O+) very much resemble that
of the dissociative double ionization channel (C+, O+). In
the light of previous inspections of the dissociative frustrated
double ionization of molecules [26–30], the (C+, O∗) and (C∗,
O+) channels should be produced in a similar approach as
the (C+, O+) channel by trapping one of the two released
electrons to the high-lying Rydberg states of the outgoing
nuclear fragments. The similar KER distributions are also
observed for the (C2+, O+) and (C2+, O∗) channels as shown
in Fig. 3(b), and for the (C+, O2+) and (C∗, O2+) channels
as shown in Fig. 3(c), respectively. It indicates that, via a
comparable process as that accessed for the (C∗, O+) and (C+,
O∗) channels, the (C2+, O+) and (C+, O2+) channels act as the
precursors to produce the (C2+, O∗) and (C∗, O2+) fragment
pairs, respectively.

For the DFI of the heteronuclear CO molecule it is interest-
ing to inspect at which of the two nuclei (C or O) the liberated

TABLE I. The statistics data of the produced CE and DFI channels of CO molecules exposed to a linearly polarized 790-nm femtosecond
laser pulse with an intensity of 1.1 × 1015 W/cm2. The branch ratio of each channel is normalized to the total event counts of the observed
dissociation channels. The electron trapping probability is estimated as the event counting ratio of the DFI channels to the total yield of the
corresponding associated parent channels. The error bars of the trapping probability arise from the propagation of the statistic errors of the
measured yields of each channel during the data analysis.

Dissociation channels Events counts Branch ratio (%) Trapping probability (%)

(C+, O+) 1338535 58.39 –
(C+, O∗) 13832 0.60 1.03 ± 0.01 [+1 e from (C+, O+)]
(C∗, O+) 17033 0.74 1.27 ± 0.01 [+1 e from (C+, O+)]
(C2+, O+) 628891 27.44 –
(C2+, O∗) 4247 0.19 0.68 ± 0.01 [+1 e from (C2+, O+)]
(C+, O2+) 287385 12.54 –
(C∗, O2+) 2100 0.10 0.73 ± 0.02 [+1 e from (C+, O2+)]
(C+, O+)low KER 642365 –
(C+, O∗)low KER 4978 0.78 ± 0.01 [+1 e from (C+, O+)low-KER]
(C∗, O+)low KER 6250 0.97 ± 0.01 [+1 e from (C+, O+)low-KER]
(C+, O+)high KER 696170 –
(C+, O∗)high KER 8854 1.27 ± 0.01 [+1 e from (C+, O+)high KER]
(C∗, O+)high KER 10783 1.55 ± 0.02 [+1 e from (C+, O+)high KER]
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FIG. 3. The normalized KER distributions of the laser-induced
CE (colored shades) and DFI (dashed lines) channels of (a) (C+, O+),
(C∗, O+), and (C+, O∗), (b) (C2+, O+) and (C2+, O∗), and (c) (C+,
O2+) and (C∗, O2+) by using a linearly polarized femtosecond laser
pulse with an intensity of 1.1 × 1015 W/cm2.

electron prefers to be eventually trapped. As listed in Table I,
the electron trapping probabilities of different DFI channels
are obtained by normalizing the event counts of the DFI chan-
nels to the total yield of the corresponding parent channels. To
investigate the electron trapping preference of different nuclei
and meanwhile exclude the effect of the charge states of the
ionic core [35], we here concentrate on the (C+, O∗) and (C∗,
O+) channels as an example since they are originated from the
same precursor, i.e., the charge symmetric (C+, O+) channel.
The corresponding probability for the electron trapping to
nucleus C and O in these two channels are calculated by
using the formulas of P(C∗ ) = Y(C∗,O+ )/Y(C+,O+ ), and P(O∗ ) =
Y(C+,O∗ )/Y(C+,O+ ), respectively. Interestingly, as listed in Ta-
ble I, the probability for the electron trapping by nucleus C
(∼1.27 ± 0.01%) to form the (C∗, O+) channel is higher than
that being captured by nucleus O (∼1.03 ± 0.01%) in pro-
ducing the (C+, O∗) channel, which is in contradiction with
the fact that the electronegativity of C+ is smaller than that of
O+ [52]. The error bars of the trapping probability represent
the propagation error that transferred from the statistic error
of the measured yield to the calculated trapping probability
according to the equation

P(error) = P(trapping probability)

√
[δY(DFI channel)/Y(DFI channel)]2 + [δY(precursor channel)/Y(precursor channel)]2.

Here the P(trapping probability) and P(error) are the calculated elec-
tron trapping probabilities and the corresponding errors;
Y(DFI channel) and Y(precursor channel), are the yields of the involved
DFI channel and its precursor channel, and the corresponding
statistic yield errors of these two channels are denoted as
δY(DFI channel) and δY(precursor channel), respectively. We note that
the detection efficiencies of the MCP for C∗ and O∗ are similar
and thus have a negligible influence on the here-observed
preference of electron trapping, which is further confirmed by
only considering electron trapping events for the dc-ionized
Rydberg fragments [53]. In the following, we will show
that the preference of the electron trapping to C rather than
O is related to the orientation-dependent ionization of CO
molecules.

Driven by a phase-controlled linearly polarized two-color
laser pulse, the asymmetric emission of a produced Rydberg
atom C∗ or O∗ in the DFI of CO can be finely steered.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) display the φL-dependent yield of the
(C∗, O+) and (C+, O∗) pairs as a function of the KER of
the nuclear fragments, respectively, where opposite phase-
dependent oscillations are observed. Note that the yield mod-
ulations of the (C∗, O+) and (C+, O∗) pairs in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b) stand for the directional ejection of C∗ and O∗,
respectively, since only the Rydberg atoms flying towards
the ion detector could be measured in our experimental
configuration. To quantify the directional emission of C∗
and O∗, we define the asymmetry parameter as A(φL) =
[N (φL) − N (φL + π )]/[N (φL) + N (φL + π )], where N (φL)
and N (φL + π ) are the yields of the DFI fragment pairs
at the laser phase of φL and φL + π , respectively. As dis-
played in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), the corresponding φL-dependent

asymmetries of C∗ and O∗ are featured with oscillating
amplitudes of about 20%. The positive or negative values
of A(φL) stand for the favorable emission of the Rydberg
atoms towards (+z) or opposite (−z) to the ion detector,
respectively.

As schematically illustrated in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), the
changing of phase φL alters the orientation of the field maxi-
mum of the linearly polarized two-color laser pulse along the
TOF axis (z axis) of our experimental geometry, which points
to +z and −z for φL = 0 and π , respectively. Interestingly, the
φL-dependent asymmetries of C∗ and O∗ clearly indicate that
the Rydberg atoms are favored to be formed when the laser
field points from C to O in the CO molecule. Governed by the
profiles of the ionizing orbitals, it has been demonstrated that
the CO molecule is favored to be ionized by the laser field
pointing from C towards O [37–40]. The higher ionization
rate when the laser field points from C to O will produce more
parent ions as the precursors and increase the electron trapping
probability to form the Rydberg atoms. Moreover, it is shown
that the laser-created O∗ mostly emits along the direction of
the maximum of the asymmetric optical fields and the C∗ has
the opposite emission direction. For instance, at φL = 0 where
the field maximum of the laser field points to +z, the O∗
prefers to emit to the +z direction as shown in Fig. 4(d), while
the C∗ is favored to emit to the −z direction as displayed in
Fig. 4(c). The observed asymmetric emission of the produced
Rydberg atoms is ascribed to the φL-dependent asymmetric
electron trapping dynamics, which is also responsible for
different electron trapping probability to the C and O atoms. In
general, the electrons tunneled out around the peak of the laser
field will obtain sufficiently small drift momentum and there
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FIG. 4. Measured KER-dependent yields of the (a) (C∗, O+) and (b) (C+, O∗) pairs as a function of relative phase φL of a linearly polarized
two-color laser pulse. The corresponding calculated φL-dependent asymmetries of the directional emission of (a) C∗ of the (C∗, O+) channel
and (b) O∗ of the (C+, O∗) channel. The solid curves are the numerical fit of the experimental data.

is a large probability that they can be ultimately recaptured
by the outgoing charged nuclei. The prior findings show that
the electron emitting before the peak of the laser field is
more likely to be recaptured as compared to those emitting
after the laser peak [54,55]. The electrons released before the
positive peak of the optical field will finally acquire a drift
momentum in the −z direction and these electrons are prone to
being recaptured by the parallel-propagating nucleus C rather
than the antiparallel-propagating nucleus O.

The orientation-dependent directional dissociative frus-
trated double ionization of CO molecules also generally
occurs in the single-color laser pulse as we confirmed in
the following using elliptically polarized femtosecond laser
pulses. Although the absolute electron trapping probability
decreases for the elliptically polarized laser pulse, the relative
probabilities of the electron to be recaptured to nucleus C
or O is consistent with that in a linearly polarized pulse. In
the elliptically polarized pulses, the electron is mainly freed
when the laser field points along the major axis and receives
a final momentum along the minor axis owing to the angular
streaking of the rotating electric field [30,40,56]. Hence, the
direction of the laser field vector at the instant of ionization is
encoded in the momentum direction of the released electron
along the minor polarization axis (y axis). As sketched in
the inset of Fig. 5(a), for the here-employed anticlockwise
rotating elliptical field (ellipticity ε∼0.18) with major axis
along the z direction and minor axis along the y direction,
the freed electrons with final momentum of positive (pye > 0)

or negative (pye < 0) along the y axis are liberated by the
instantaneous laser field pointing to the +z or −z directions,
respectively. Therefore, any possible laser field-dependent
asymmetry in the breaking of an oriented CO molecule along
the z axis will be mapped in the asymmetry of the electron
momentum distribution along the y axis. For instance, the
recognized feature of the orientation-dependent asymmetric
ionization rate of CO is encoded in the asymmetric pye dis-
tributions. Figure 5(a) displays the momentum distributions
of two freed electrons on top of each other for the (C+, O+)
channel. The distinct asymmetric distribution of pye can be
observed if the ejection direction of the C+ ion is gated to
+z(pzC+ > 0) or –z(pzC+ < 0), corresponding to the initial
orientation of CO with the C atom pointing to +z or −z,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the enhancement in the
yield at pye > 0 (or pye < 0) for pzC+ < 0(pzC+ > 0) sug-
gests a higher dissociative ionization rate when the laser field
is pointing to +z (or −z), which is opposite to the orientation
direction of atom C. It is in accordance with the conclusions
drawn in early studies [37–40] that the double ionization of
CO is more likely to occur when it is exposed to the laser field
pointing from C to O.

The asymmetric momentum distribution of the ionization-
created freed electron also allows us to reveal the direc-
tional emission of the Rydberg atoms in the DFI of CO. For
the dissociative frustrated double ionization of CO, among
the two released electrons only one electron is freed while
the other is trapped to the nuclei. Figures 5(b) and 5(c)
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FIG. 5. (a) The measured electron momentum distributions of the (C+, O+) channel along the minor polarization axis (y axis, pye) of the
elliptically polarized pulse. The blue and red distributions corresponding to the applied condition of the C+ emitting to the positive (pzC+ > 0)
or negative (pzC+ < 0) direction of the z axis, respectively. (b), (c) The KER-dependent momentum distributions (pye(freed)) of the freed electron
measured from the (b) (C∗, O+) and (c) (C+, O∗) channels. The corresponding pye(freed) distributions integrated over different KER ranges are
plotted in (d)–(f). The solid curves in (a) and (d)–(f) are the numerical fit of the distributions which act as guides to the eye. The units of a.u.
is the abbreviation of atomic units.

display the KER-dependent momentum distributions of the
freed electron pye(freed) measured from the (C∗, O+) and (C+,
O∗) channels, respectively. The pye(freed) distributions of both
channels are featured with two peaks centered at pye(freed) =
±0.5 a.u., which very much resemble the pye distribution
of the (C+, O+) channel. As shown in Fig. 5(d), the KER
integrated pye(freed) distributions of the (C∗, O+) and (C+,
O∗) channels show distinct asymmetric distributions. Note
that the initial orientation of CO in these two channels is
preassigned by the gates of pzC∗ > 0 for the (C∗, O+) channel
and pzO∗ > 0 for the (C+, O∗), channel which are determined
by our experimental configuration. Similar to the (C+, O+)
channel, the higher side peak at pye(freed) > 0 for the (C+, O∗)
channel or pye(freed) < 0 for the (C∗, O+) channel indicates
that the DFI rate is higher when the laser field points to +z
or −z, correspondingly. Since the measured freed electron is
correlated to the nuclear fragments, the asymmetric pye(freed)

distribution shown in Fig. 5(d) also suggests that the Rydberg
atom O∗ and C∗ are favored to be produced when the laser
field is pointing from C to O, which is in agreement with
our above observations in the measurements using the phase-
controlled two-color pulses.

More interestingly, as marked by the arrows in Figs. 5(b)
and 5(c), the pye(freed) distributions of both the (C∗, O+) and
(C+, O∗) channels are featured with different asymmetries for
the high- and low-KER regions separated by 0.7 eV. This KER
dependence of the asymmetries can be noticed more clearly
by integrating over the low- (KER < 0.7 eV) and high-KER

(KER > 0.7 eV) regions, as shown in Figs. 5(e) and 5(f). For
both the (C∗, O+) and (C+, O∗) channels, the pye(freed) corre-
sponding to the high-KER region shows a larger asymmetry
than that of the low-KER region. The KER-dependent distinct
asymmetries also exhibit in the (C+, O+) channel (data not
shown). Generally, multiple orbitals and electronic states will
be involved in the strong-field breaking of CO molecules
[39–42]. As we will discuss below, the distinct asymmetries
of the low- and high-KER regions correlate with the releasing
of electrons from different orbitals.

As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the stepwise pathways involving
different orbitals are identified to produce the double ioniza-
tion channel of (C+, O+) and the associated DFI channel of
(C∗, O+) and (C+, O∗). Starting from the population of the
ionic bound states X 2�+ or A 2	 of CO+ by removing of
the first electron from the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) or HOMO-1, the subsequent removal of the second
electron from HOMO-2 or HOMO leads to the population
of the bound states 3�+ or X 3	 of CO2+, respectively,
which afterwards dissociates through the crossing repulsive
potential curve (e.g., 3�−), forming the Coulomb exploded
double ionization channel of (C+, O+). There is also a certain
probability that the high-lying Rydberg states of CO+ (i.e., the
CO+∗ states) which are very close to the dissociating CO2+
state can be populated during the crossing transition, leading
to the eventual dissociation into the (C∗, O+) or (C+, O∗)
channel. The dissociation followed by the vertical transition of
X 2�+ − 3�+ will lead -to a higher KER as compared to that
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by the A 2	 − X 3	 transition because the former transition
occurs at the shorter equilibrium internuclear distance. It thus
suggests that the low- and high-KER peaks in the (C∗, O+)
and (C+, O∗) channels are contributed by the releasing of elec-
trons from the orbitals of (HOMO, HOMO-1) and (HOMO,
HOMO-2), respectively, but one of the two liberated electrons
is eventually trapped by the outgoing ionic fragments. As
shown in Fig. 1(b), these three orbitals are featured with
different profiles and the electron densities mainly locate
on the C side for the HOMO and HOMO-2. Therefore, a
larger asymmetry in the ionization rate is expected when the
electron is released from these two orbitals. The combined
contribution of the asymmetry given by the HOMO and
HOMO-2 thus leads to larger asymmetries in the high-KER
region than that of the low-KER region where the asymmetries
along the laser polarization are mainly contributed from the
releasing electron from the HOMO. Moreover, the observed
KER-dependent asymmetries of the pye(freed) also suggests a
KER-dependent electron trapping probability in producing the
Rydberg atom C∗ or O∗. This can be confirmed by examin-
ing the KER distributions and electron trapping probabilities
measured in the linearly polarized single-color laser fields. As
shown in Fig. 3(a), the KER distributions of the (C+, O+),
(C∗, O+), and (C+, O∗) channels are also separated into low-
and high-KER regions. As compared to the low-KER region,
noticeable enhanced yield at high KER of the (C∗, O+) and
(C+, O∗) channels with respect to that of the (C+, O+) channel
can be observed. The correspondingly estimated electron trap-
ping probabilities for the low- and high-KER regions are listed
in Table I. The electron trapping probability for the high-
KER region of the (C∗, O+) (∼1.55 ± 0.02%) or (C+, O∗)
(∼1.27 ± 0.01%) channel is much higher than that of the low-

KER region, which is ∼0.97 ± 0.01% and ∼0.78 ± 0.01% for
the (C∗, O+) and (C+, O∗) channel, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the formation of neutral Rydberg atoms
C∗ or O∗ in strong-field DFI of CO molecules was ex-
perimentally investigated. The neutral Rydberg and charged
nuclear fragments as well as the freed electron ejected from
a breaking molecule were measured in coincidence with a
reaction microscope, which allows us to trace the electron
trapping probabilities in different DFI channels. It was found
that the electron prefers to be trapped by C+ rather than
O+ to form the Rydberg atoms. Furthermore, the asymmetric
emission of the Rydberg atoms can be steered by using a
phase-controlled two-color laser pulse, which is confirmed to
generally occur in a single-color elliptically polarized laser
pulse. Our results show that the Rydberg atom is favored to
be formed when it is exposed to a laser field pointing from
C to O.
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